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Singular Possessive Nouns 

A possessive noun is noun that possesses/owns/has something. 
 

The dog’s bed = bed of the dog. 
 

To show possession for a singular noun (for example, one dog), 

an apostrophe is added before the s. 
 

The dog’s bed  

Write the singular possessive form of each of the following: 

 

Example:  The ___________ bottle       (the bottle of the baby) 

  

1.   The _______________ clothes      (the clothes of the boy) 

  

2.   _______________ dinner             (the dinner of dad) 

  

3.   _______________ brother             (the brother of Julie) 

  

4.   _______________ phone             (the phone of Teresa) 

  

5.   The _______________ car             (the car of the officer) 

  

6.   The _______________ tail             (the tail of the dog) 

  

7.   The _______________ class             (the class of the teacher) 

  

8.   The _______________ idea             (the idea of the girl) 

  

9.   The _______________ room             (the room of the doctor) 

  

10.    The _______________ first star           (the first star of the night) 
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Singular Possessive Nouns Answers 

A possessive noun is noun that possesses/owns/has something. 
 

The dog’s bed = bed of the dog. 
 

To show possession for a singular noun (for example, one dog), 

an apostrophe is added before the s. 
 

The dog’s bed  

Write the singular possessive form of each of the following: 

 
Eg. The ___________ bottle       (the bottle of the baby) 

  

1.   The boy’s clothes      (the clothes of the boy) 

  

2.   Dad’s dinner             (the dinner of dad) 

  

3.   Julie’s brother             (the brother of Julie) 

  

4.   Teresa’s phone             (the phone of Teresa) 

  

5.   The officer’s car             (the car of the officer) 

  

6.   The dog’s tail             (the tail of the dog) 

  

7.   The teacher’s class             (the class of the teacher) 

  

8.   The girl’s idea             (the idea of the girl) 

  

9.   The doctor’s room             (the room of the doctor) 

  

10.    The night’s first star           (the first star of the night) 
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